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From absorption spectra obtained at high resolution by coupling a Fourier transform spectrometer to a long-path multip
reflection cell [A. Jenouvrier, M.-F. Me´rienne, B. Coquart, M. Carleer, S. Fally, A. C. Vandaele, C. Hermans, and R. Colin,
J. Mol. Spectrosc.198,136–162 (1999)] the intensities of the O2 Herzberg bands (A3S u

1–X3S g
2, c1S u

2–X3S g
2, A9 3D u–X3S g

2)
have been studied at ambient temperature. The integrated cross section values are given for the lines of the (v9–0) bands in
the A3S u

1–X3S g
2, c1S u

2–X3S g
2, andA9 3D u–X3S g

2 transitions withv9 5 0–11,v9 5 2–19, andv9 5 2–12, respectively. The
band oscillator strengths have been deduced and transition moments have been calculated. The total absorption values in
region of the Herzberg bands together with the photoabsorption values determined previously above the dissociation limit c
be modeled by a single curve, in agreement with the continuity relationship of the cross sections through the dissociatio
limit. © 2000 Academic Press
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Absorption of solar radiation belowl , 242 nm by molec
lar O2 leads to its dissociation into O(3P) atoms which in tur
an combine with O2 to give ozone molecules. The limit
issociation at 242 nm corresponds to the convergence

hree electronic transitionsA3S u
1–X3S g

2, c1S u
2–X3S g

2, and
A9 3D u–X3S g

2, known as the Herzberg band systems I, II,
III, respectively (1, 2). To quantify correctly the absorptio
nto the continuum (3), it is necessary to know accurate
rameters for the states involved and the related trans
moments. For this reason, numerous studies have been d
to these transitions (4–10). Recently, a renewed interest in
study of these transitions was generated by the extensive
optical techniques such as DOAS (differential optical abs
tion spectroscopy) to detect and measure the concentrat
ozone and other species in the atmosphere. In the UV re
the O2 contribution results from the discrete Herzberg ba
due to molecular oxygen and from diffuse bands (the W
bands) due to collisional processes (11). In contrast to th
Herzberg bands, the Wulf bands have a cross section
depends on the total pressure (12). For atmospheric measu

ents it is therefore necessary to know accurate values
ross sections in the Herzberg bands. As these are ele
ipole forbidden, their intensities are weak and long absor
aths are required for their observation in close-to-atmosp
onditions.
Previous, high-resolution recordings by photograp
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extension of the vibrational and rotational assignm
given by Herzberg (1, 2) in the three transitions and t
mprovement of the molecular parameters of the u
tates. We have reported in a recent paper (13), hereafte
eferred to as Paper I, the observation and the assignm
f new lines, particularly in theA9–X transition and give
ew information on thec–A interactions. The existence o
eakly bound3P u state perturbing theA3S u

1 state in thev
11 level close to the dissociation threshold was

onfirmed.
Intensity measurements were performed for these sys

he earlier ones were obtained from photographic mea
ents (14, 15) for a few bands of the most intenseA–X

transitions. Later, modern techniques such as cavity ring-d
spectroscopy (CRDS) and Fourier transform spectros
(FTS) allowed the reinvestigation of the intensities in theA–X

ands (7, 8, 10, 16–20). Four (7, 18, 21, 22) and three (7, 18,
23) studies also report on the intensities of thec–X andA9–X
transitions, respectively; two of them (18, 23) are theoretica
papers.

In the present paper, based on the same FTS spectra re
in Paper I, we present measurements of the intensities o
lines for the three Herzberg band systems from which osci
strengths and transition moments are calculated. The c
sponding total cross section below the dissociation lim
determined and is in agreement with the photodissoci
cross section currently accepted (24).
0022-2852/00 $35.00
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172 MÉRIENNE ET AL.
Integrated Cross Sections of Lines in the A–X (vv*–0) Bands of O2

Note.The values marked with an asterisk correspond to blended lines indicated at the bottom of th
for each band. The missing values, (—), in the (8–0), (9–0), and (10–0) bands denote saturated
text). In the (11–0) band, the cross sections of extra lines (with “e” superscript in the table) arising fro
interactions of theA3Su

1, v 5 11 level with a3Pu state are also given (see text and Ref. (13)).
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TABLE 1a—Continued

175O2 HERZBERG BANDS
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The experimental conditions used to record the absor
spectra were given in Paper I and consist of the associ
of a 50-m base pathlength multiple reflection cell built at
Université de Reims (25) and the mobile Bruker 120
Fourier transform spectrometer of the Universite´ Libre de
Bruxelles. At ambient temperature, paths of 201.84, 402
and 602.32 m with O2 pressures varying from 20 to 750 T
have been used (see Table 1 of Paper I). The path (
between the cell and the spectrometer was taken int
count for the calculation of the column densities of the
The unapodized resolution of 0.12 cm21 (maximum optica
path difference of 7.5 cm) was of the same order of m
nitude as the total linewidth in the UV region (;0.12 cm21

with 375 Torr of oxygen; see Yoshinoet al. (10)). The line
ositions, widths, and intensities were measured dire
Copyright © 2000 by
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from the absorption spectra using the SPECTRA prog
written by Carleer (26), which assumes for each line a Vo
profile convoluted by the instrumental function.

The accuracy on the line positions corresponding to
averaged value obtained from spectra at different pressure
estimated to be 0.005 cm21. As shown in Fig. 1 of Paper I, th
intensities of the lines show a dynamic range of 103, the lines
of theA–X system being the stronger ones. In our experime
conditions, some of theA–X lines were saturated when colu
densities higher than 0.73 1023 molecules cm22 were used. I
this case the measurements were limited to lines for whic
optical depth was#1.5. The accuracy of an intensity measu
ment is strongly dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio an
the intensity of the line itself. Because in FTS spectroscop
noise is uniformly spread over the entire spectral region
by the detector, higher signal-to-noise ratios are observ
Academic Press
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176 MÉRIENNE ET AL.
Integrated Cross Sections of Lines in the c–X (vv*–0) Bands of O2

Note.The values marked with an asterisk correspond to blended lines indicated at the bottom of the listing for each ba
(12–0) band, a few extra lines (with “e” superscript in the table) arising from thec1S u

2, v 5 12–A3S u
1, v 5 7 interaction (see te

and Ref. (13)) are also given.
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press
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TABLE 1b—Continued

177O2 HERZBERG BANDS
lower wavenumbers due to the higher emissivity of the
lamp source in this region. Estimating that the total uncerta
including the uncertainties in the pressure, the temperature
the path, is 3% for the strongest lines (integrated cross
tions $ 10224 cm2 cm21 molecule21), integrated line cros
sections of 10225 cm2 cm21 molecule21 are measured with a

ncertainty varying from 6% at 34 000 cm21 to 20% at 41 00
cm21. Lines with integrated cross sections as low as 10227 cm2

cm21 molecule21 near 34 000 cm21 and on the order of 10226

cm2 cm21 molecule21 near 41 000 cm21 were measured with a
ncertainty of about 30%. The integrated line cross-se
alues given in this work result from the average of at l
hree measurements made on spectra selected accord
heir signal-to-noise ratios and optical depth values.
Copyright © 2000 by
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I. Integrated Line Cross Sections

Tables 1a, 1b, and 1c show the values of the integr
cross sections (in units of 10226 cm2 cm21 molecule21) for
the lines of theA–X, c–X, and A9–X bands havingv9 5

–11, 2–19, and 2–12, respectively. The results of
12– 0) band analyzed in Paper I are not presented
ecause the lines are too weak to obtain reasonable v
he intensity for some of theQ form lines is not given fo

he (8 – 0), (9 – 0), and (10 – 0) bands of theA–X system
ecause these lines are saturated in our spectra. In Tab
b, and 1c, the values marked by an asterisk correspo
lended lines. The intensity is then estimated from
Academic Press
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TABLE 1c

178 MÉRIENNE ET AL.
relative overall intensities of the bands and from the r
tional distributions within the bands.

The only previous experimental values of integrated
cross sections are those of Yoshinoet al. (10) for the A–X

ands withv9 5 4–11 and of Yoshinoet al. (21) for the c–X
bands withv9 5 6–16. In the present work, in addition to
observation of other bands, the number of lines in each
has been extended (see Paper I); e.g., the integrated
sections for theSQ31 lines are not mentioned by Yoshinoet al.

Integrated Cross Sections of Lin

Note.The values marked with an asterisk correspond to blended line
Copyright © 2000 by
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(10) in the A–X bands, but are given for most of the band
able 1a.
For perturbed bands, the extra lines are indicated bye”

superscript in Tables 1a and 1b. To refer conveniently to
wavenumber listing given in Tables 1a and 1b of Paper I
same listing order is adopted for the intensities. In ag
ment with theory, the extra lines borrow intensity from
more intense system that they perturb. Taking accou
these extra lines is important, as illustrated in Fig. 1. T

in the A*–X (vv*–0) Bands of O2

dicated at the bottom of the listing for each band.
es

s in
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179O2 HERZBERG BANDS
figure presents the values of the integrated cross sectio
the lines previously assigned (1, 5, 7, 9) in the QQ11,

QR23,
and QQ22 branches of the perturbedA–X (11–0) band and
Copyright © 2000 by
forthe values obtained by adding the integrated cross sec
of extra lines newly observed and assigned to a new3P u–
X3S g

2 transition in Paper I. It can be seen that the contr-
Academic Press
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180 MÉRIENNE ET AL.
tion of the extra lines is far from negligible for the calc
lation of the band oscillator strength.

The quality of the present new data is illustrated in Fig.
Copyright © 2000 by
n

which integrated cross-section values for theQQ11,
QP32, and

QQ22 lines in theA–X (5–0) band are presented. The variat
of the values withN0 is smooth and regular and provide
Academic Press
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181O2 HERZBERG BANDS
good data set for the calculation of the band oscill
strengths. For comparison, the values of Yoshinoet al.(10) are

lso indicated.

I. Band Oscillator Strengths

In absorption at ambient temperature (293 K), bands
nly observed withv0 5 0 for the Herzberg transitions. T

relative populationN0 of this level is assumed to be 1.0
Therefore the band oscillator strengthf v,0 for the (v–0) band
is calculated using the formula

fv,0 5
mc2

pe2N0
E

band

s~n!dn 5 1.1303 1012 E
band

s~n!dn,

[1]

where the integral is equal to the sum of the integrated
sections of all the lines in the band. The other parameters
their usual meanings (m ande: electronic mass and charge;c:
velocity of light).
Copyright © 2000 by
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ss
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A–X transition. Table 2a gives the integrated cross s
tions and the band oscillator strengths for theA–X bands. As
mentioned above, some lines in the bands withv9 5 8–10 are
saturated. For these lines, integrated cross sections wer
culated by fitting the lines of the band to the model of Bel
and Balasubramanian (27) (see next section). For the perturb
(11–0) band, the intensities of extra lines were taken
account. The accuracy as defined previously for the integ
line cross section (in percent) is given for each band. Tab
also gives the values of Hassonet al. (14), the recommende
values of Huestiset al. (7), and the values of Yoshinoet al.
(10). Our values are in good agreement with those of Hasset
al. (14) and Yoshinoet al. (10), except for the (11–0) ban

hich, in this work, includes extra lines not observed
nassigned) by the latter authors. Our values are slightly l

han most of the recommended values of Huestiset al. (7) and
for the bands withv9 5 0, 1, and 11, they are clearly lower. T
values recommended by Huestiset al. (7) were obtained b
referring to the values of Hassonet al. (14) for the (7–0) ban
and by accepting that the Frank–Condon factors represe
relative transition strengths. The value thus obtained fo
Academic Press
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182 MÉRIENNE ET AL.
(7–0) band is about 2% larger than ours and than th
Yoshino et al. (10); the differences for the other bands
therefore limited to this discrepancy, as was already po
out by Yoshinoet al. (10). For the (0–0) and (1–0) bands,

ifferences probably result from the fact that these band
eak in our spectra and, thus, that a limited number of line
bserved. Finally, it can be noted that the values of Baoet al.
19), obtained by laser absorption measurements in the (
nd (9–0) bands, show large discrepancies with all o
esults.

c–X transition. The values for the integrated cross sect
nd band oscillator strengths of thec–X transition are given i
able 2b. Comparisons are made with the recommended v
f Huestiset al.(7) and with the more recent values of Yosh
t al. (21). The values derived from Bates (18) (not included in
able 2b) are three to four times larger. The values of Hu

FIG. 1. Integrated line cross sections in the perturbedA–X (11–0)band
with and without the extra lines arising from the interaction of theA3S u

1, v 5
1 with a 3P u state (see text and Ref. (13)).
Copyright © 2000 by
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–X transition and are in agreement with our values for
(13–0) and (14–0) bands. For the other bands, althoug
number of observed lines is roughly the same as in our sp
significant discrepancies are observed.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the band oscillator stren
of the c–X system as a function ofv9, compared to th
recommended values of Huestiset al. (7) and to the exper
mental values of Yoshinoet al. (21). A maximum correspond
ing tov9 5 12 is found as well for our set as for that of Yosh
et al. (21), while the recommended values of Huestiset al. (7)
do not show this maximum. Our values are also larger tha
experimental values of Yoshinoet al. (21). Due to a smalle
path length (122.5 m), the latter authors observed a sm
number of bands (v9 5 7–16) having a smaller number of lin
(N0 # 19) compared to the present data. Yoshinoet al. (21)
corrected their values in order to take into account lines u

FIG. 2. Integrated cross sections for theQQ11,
QQ22, andQP32 lines of the

–X (5–0) band: comparison with the previous values of Yoshinoet al. (10).
Academic Press



TABLE 2b

TABLE 2a

183O2 HERZBERG BANDS
Integrated Cross Sections and Band Oscillator Strengths
for the c–X (v*–0) Bands of O2
Integrated Cross Sections and Band Oscillator Strengths
for the A–X (vv*–0) Bands of O2
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press
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184 MÉRIENNE ET AL.
N0 5 29. However, their calculated values of the band o
ator strengths are still lower than ours (Table 2b).

A9–X transition. Table 2c presents the integrated cr
sections of theA9–X subbands. The calculated band oscill
strengths are compared to the recommended values of H
et al. (7) which, as in the case of thec–X transition, were
normalized to those of theA–X system. The agreement b
tween both sets is within the limit of the estimated error for
(6–0) to (8–0) bands but not for the other bands. Prev
values calculated from Bates’s data (18) are three to four time
larger (7); those obtained by Kerr and Watson (23) from
densitometric measurements of photographic plates fo
(4–0), (7–0), and (9–0) bands are much smaller (abou
times smaller for the (7–0) band).

Figure 4 shows the variation of the integrated cross se
with v9. The main contribution to a given band is due to theV9

FIG. 3. Band oscillator strengths for thec–X transition: comparison wit
the recommended values of Huestiset al. (7) and with the recent values
Yoshinoet al. (21).
Copyright © 2000 by
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subbands to the total bandI V/I band:

I V951/I band< 40%, I V952/I band< 50%, I V953/I band< 10%.

III. Transition Moments

A–X transition. Formulas on the line intensities of3S u
1–

3S g
2 transitions were obtained previously (7, 28, 29) and par-

icular attention was devoted to theA–X transition of oxyge
7, 16, 29, 30). More recently, Bellary and Balasubraman
27) defined 13 parameters for the transition moment

3S6–3S7 transition: three vibronic parallel (Z) and perpendic-
ular (X, Y) parameters due to spin–orbit interaction, six r
bronic parameters (Mef, Mfe, M 1, M 2, Ne, Nf) due to rotation
orbit effects, and four second-order parameters which
from cross terms involving the preceding interactions. T

FIG. 4. Integrated cross sections for theA9–X (v9–0) subbands withV9
5 1, 2, and 3.
Academic Press
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TABLE 2c

185O2 HERZBERG BANDS
noted that some of the parameters are either equal or neg
depending on the transition studied. Englandet al. (20) have

sed these parameters to fit the intensities measured b
hinoet al. (10). They found that only three parameters (Z, X,

M) were required, withX 5 Y, andM 5 M 1 5 M 2 5 Mef 5
Mfe; the other parameters were put to zero without any lo
precision.

Applying the formulas of Bellary and Balasubramanian27)
o our data as in the procedure of Englandet al. (20), we have
etermined new values for the transition moment paramet

he following way.
The linestrengthsSJ9J0 were calculated from the integrat

line cross sections using the relation

Integrated Cross Sections
for the A*–X (

TABLE 3a
Transition Moment Parameters, r-Centroid, and Effective

Transition Moment (Calculated for J( 5 9, See Text) for the
A–X (vv*–0) Bands of O2
Copyright © 2000 by
ble
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in

fv9v0J9J0 5
mc2

pe2NJ0
E

line

s~n!dn 5
8p 2mc

3he2g0

nv9v0J9J0qv9v0J9J0

2J0 1 1
SJ9J0,

[2]

whereNJ0 is the relative population of the level (v0 5 0, J0)
andg0 is the statistical weight of the lower state (g0 5 3 for
theX3S g

2 state). The wavenumbers used in the calculation

Band Oscillator Strengths
0) Bands of O2

TABLE 3b
Transition Moment Parameters, r-Centroid

for the c–X (vv*–0) Bands of O2
and
vv*–
Academic Press
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Copyright © 2000 by
tained from RKR curves calculated with the molecular c
stants of Amiot and Verge`s (31) for the X3S g

2 state and thos
of Jenouvieret al. (13) for the A3S1 state. According t
Englandet al. (20), the variation ofqv9v0J9J0 with J0 can be
represented by a linear function ofJ0( J0 1 1): qv9v0J9J0 5
qv9v0[1 1 b v9v0J0( J0 1 1)]. The parametersqv9v0 and bv9v0

obtained by fitting our values to this function are in very g
agreement with those of Englandet al. (20). Using the formu
as of Bellary and Balasubramanian (27) for the line strength

J9J0, the best fit of the integrated line cross sections to Eq
is obtained with three parameters (Z, X, M), confirming the
results of Englandet al. (20). The values (in a.u.) of the
parameters and ther -centroid values determined from the R
curves defined above are given in Table 3a. The uncert
(2s) in theZ, X, andM parameters is better than that found
England et al. (20), showing the good quality of the lin
ntensity values determined in the present work.

Figure 5 presents, as an example, the fitted curves an
xperimental values of the integrated line cross sections fo

QQ11,
QP32, and QQ22 lines of the (5–0) band.

Figure 6 shows the variation of theZ parameter with th
r -centroid value, compared to the values of Englandet al. (20)
and to the values obtained from the U9 parameter define
Klotz and Peyerimhoff (30) with Z 5 =2 U9 (see footnote
of (20)). For comparison the error bars corresponding to

ncertainty (3s) given by Englandet al. (20) have been rea
justed to the uncertainty values (2s) given in our work.

Table 3a also gives the values obtained for the effe
transition moment defined according to Buijsseet al. (32):

M eff
2 5 @Z2 1 4Y2 2 4M 1 6M 2J0~ J0 1 1!#/g0. [3]

3c
id, and Effective Transition Moment
r the A*–X (vv*–0) Bands of O2

el
Transition Moment Parameters, r-Centro
(Calculated for J( 5 9, See Text) fo
FIG. 5. Integrated cross sections for theQQ11,
QQ22, andQP32 lines of the

–X (5–0)band: experimental values and fitted curves according to the m
f Bellary and Balasubramanian (27).
Academic Press
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187O2 HERZBERG BANDS
These values were calculated forJ0 5 9, corresponding to th
strongest lines at the temperature (293 K) of our experim
and can be fitted to anr -centroid linearly dependent relati
(32) valid in the region 1.28 Å, r , 1.34 Å:

Meff 5 ~21.24–10.73r !1024 a.u. [4]

The coefficients of this relation are close to those determ
by Buijsseet al. (32): M eff 5 (21.54–11.12r )1024 a.u. a
300 K.

c–X transition. The relations giving the line intensities in
1S–3S2 transition were first derived by Watson (33). In this
model, the linestrengths are dependent on a single tran
moment m. First-order spin–orbit interactions between
c1S u

2 state and a3P u state and between theX3S g
2 state and

1P g state were shown (30) to allow this otherwise forbidde
ransition to occur.

Using the rotational linestrengths of Watson (33), we tried to
erive the transition momentm for each band: the standa

deviation obtained was quite satisfactory but the calcu
intensities for the lines in the branches showed increa
discrepancies with the observed ones asN0 increases, esp
cially for theRQ andPQ branches, which showed discrepan
of opposite signs. To eliminate these deviations, factors6
aJ0) for the PP andRR lines and (16 bJ0) for the RQ andPQ
ines were introduced into the original linestrength formula

atson (33). A similar approach was adopted by Bellary a
alasubramanian (34) to fit the intensities in the branches

FIG. 6. Electronic transition moment for theA–X (v9–0) bands (v9 5 0
data of Yoshinoet al. (10); the curve derived from the ab initio calculation
(see text).
Copyright © 2000 by
ts,

d
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d
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hea1D g–X3S g
2 transition of oxygen. Table 3bgives the value

or thea, b, andm parameters and their uncertainty (2s). The
m values are only slightly different from those obtained in
first calculations fitting the intensities to Watson’s model (33),
but the standard deviation is improved. Ther -centroids ar
determined from the potential curves calculated with the
lecular parameters of Paper I for thec state and of Amiot an
Vergès (31) for the X state. In Figs. 7a (for theRR and PP
branches) and 7b (for theRQ and PQ branches), the observ
integrated line cross sections of thec–X (11–0) band are
compared to the calculated values obtained with the mod
Watson (33) and with the modified formulas. Figure 8 sho
the variation of them parameter withr , compared to the valu
of Klotz and Peyerimhoff (30) and of Buijsseet al. (32). The
values of Klotz and Peyerimhoff are greater by about a fa
of 2. To present all three sets of values on the same grap
values of Klotz and Peyerimhoff (30) presented in Fig. 8 hav
been multiplied by 0.6.

A9–X transition. To account for the intensities in theA9–X
transition, Kerr and Watson (23) worked out a model with s
transition moment parameters; three of them (Z1, Y1, andY2)
arise from first-order spin–orbit interactions, and the t
others (X1, X2, X3) from low-order orbit–rotation coupling
From densitometric measurements of the intensities o
(4–0), (7–0), and (9–0) bands, these authors estimate
values of these parameters. ForX3, they gave only the value f
the (7–0) band. Huestiset al. (7) defined a single set of s
relative parameters for allv9 values of theA9–X (v9–0) bands

): this work; the values of Englandet al. (20) derived from the experiment
f Klotz and Peyerimhoff (30) after normalization and adjustment for compari
–11
s o
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188 MÉRIENNE ET AL.
The ratios of these parameters are in agreement with
obtained from the values of Kerr and Watson (23).

Using the results of the ab initio calculations of Klotz a
eyerimhoff (30) and the values of the CRDS oscilla
trengths of Huestiset al. (7) for the (9–0) and (11–0) band
uijsseet al. (32) deduced a linearr -centroid dependence

he effective electronic transition moment, valid for roo
emperature conditions. They also derived a formula f
emperature of 5–10 K, corresponding to a total populatio
he J0 5 0 level.

In the present work, we used the model of Kerr and Wa
23) to fit the intensities of the lines in theA9–X bands. Figure
a, 9b, and 9c present the averaged differences (in pe
etween the observed and calculated integrated cross se

or the branches of each observed (v9–0) subband. The inte

FIG. 7. (a) Integrated line cross sections in theRR andPP branches of th
fitted curve derived from a modified model (see text); experimental data
the c–X (11–0)band: this work; fitted curve according to the model of W
of Yoshinoet al. (21).
Copyright © 2000 by
se

-
a
in

n

nt)
ons

ities are fairly well represented by this model for most of
ranches, but, as already shown by Kerr and Watson (23), large
iscrepancies are observed for some of them:OP33,

RR32, and
QQ32 branches in Fig. 9a;PQ23 and QP21 branches in Fig. 9b
QP11 branches in Fig. 9c. To improve the fits, additional hig
order terms were introduced according to Bellary and Ba
bramanian (35), but the results were only slightly affected
these additions. It is evident that the formulas propose
some of the branches are still inappropriate. Nevertheles
parameters defined by Kerr and Watson (23) and calculate
rom the present data are given in Table 3c, together with
ncertainty (2s). As expected, their ratios are in agreem

with those derived from Kerr and Watson (23) for the (4–0)
(7–0), and (9–0) bands. The two larger parametersY1 andY2

are represented in Fig. 10, where they are compared t

(11–0)band: this work; fitted curve according to the model of Watson33);
Yoshinoet al. (21). (b) Integrated line cross sections in theRQ and PQ branches o
on (33); fitted curve derived from a modified model (see text); experimental
ec–X
of
ats
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189O2 HERZBERG BANDS
valueU 3 ' U 5 of Klotz and Peyerimhoff (30). Once again, i
rder to present all sets of values on the same graph, the v
f Klotz and Peyerimhoff (30) have been multiplied by 0.4
he effective electronic transition moments, calculated acc

ng to Buijsseet al. (32) at ambient temperature (T 5 293 K;
0 5 9), are also given in Table 3c, together with ther -
entroid values obtained from the RKR curves calculated
he data of Paper I for theA9 state and the data of Amiot a
ergès (31) for the X state. The fit of the values gives t
-centroid (in Å) dependent variation of the electronic mom
or 1.28 Å , r , 1.33 Å:

Meff 5 ~6.19–3.04r !1024 a.u. [5]

IV. Cross Sections

From the band oscillator strengths determined (Table
2b, and 2c) for the three transitions, effective vibrational c
sections for the levels below the dissociation threshold
calculated according to the expression derived by Smith36):

s~nv9,0! 5
2pe2N0

mc2

fv90

G~v9 1 1! 2 G~v9 2 1!
. [6]

n Eq. [6], the term 2/[G(v9 1 1) 2 G(v9 2 1)] was define
y Smith (36) as the semiclassical density of vibrational sta
o take into account the temperature, it is necessary to
otational energy contribution to the denominator. To do so

FIG. 8. Electronic transition momentm for thec–X (v9–0) bands (v9 5 2
the CRDS oscillator strengths of Huestiset al. (7); the curve derived from th
text).
Copyright © 2000 by
ues

d-

m

t

a,
s

re

s.
a

e

ollowed the same procedure as that of Buijsseet al. (32) using
he modified expression

s~nv90! 5 1.773 10212
fv90

nv911,0 2 nv921,0
, [7]

wherenv911,0 andnv921,0 are effective band positions forJ0 5 9,
the most populated rotational level at 293 K. Thenv90 values
were taken as theQQ22(9) line position (13) for the bands of th
A–X) and (A9–X) transitions; for the bands of thec–X

transition, they were taken as the average value of theR(9) and
P(9) line positions (13).

Figure 11 shows the calculated values of the cross sec
of the Herzberg bands as a function of the wavenumbers
summation of the three fitted curves (A–X 1 c–X 1 A9–X)
leads to a total curve represented in Fig. 11. The curve ex
olated above the dissociation limit can be compared to the
recent cross-section values determined for the Herzberg
tinuum from: (a) previous measurements performed in R
with the same absorption cell (37); (b) the measurements
Cheunget al. (38); (c) the measurements of Amorusoet al.
(39); and (d) the combined results of Jenouvrieret al. (37) and
Cheunget al. (38) given by Yoshinoet al. (24).

The extrapolated curve of the discrete region is in g
agreement with the continuum cross sections reported b
nouvrieret al. (37) and Yoshinoet al. (24).

The values of Amorusoet al. (39) are 20–25% lower tha

): this work; ther linear-dependent curve obtained by Buijsseet al. (32) from
b initio calculations of Klotz and Peyerimhoff (30) adjusted for comparison (s
–19
e a
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those of the combined results (24) and also appear to be low
han the extrapolated curve calculated from the effectiv
rational cross sections of theA–X transition alone.
Figure 12 also shows the curves for the contribution o

hree transitions to the total absorption in the discrete regi

FIG. 9. (a) Percentage difference between the calculated and the ob
5 1. (b) Percentage difference between the calculated and the observe
(c) Percentage difference between the calculated and the observed int
Copyright © 2000 by
i-

e
of

the spectrum. The contribution of theA–X transition increase
with wavenumbers and reaches the value of 87% at 41
cm21. It should be larger above the dissociation limit as-
dicted by Buijsseet al. (32), who assumed a contribution
94% at the maximum of the continuum at 50 500 cm21.

rved integrated cross sections for the branches of theA9–X (v9–0) subbands withV9
tegrated cross sections for the branches of theA9–X (v9–0) subbands withV9 5 2.

ated cross sections for the branches of theA9–X (v9–0) subbands withV9 5 3.
se
d in
egr
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FIG. 10. Electronic transition moment parameters for theA9–X (v9–0) bands (v9 5 2–12): this work (Y1 andY2 values); the curve derived from the ab in
calculation of Klotz and Peyerimhoff (30) for the parameter U3 adjusted for comparison (see text).
FIG. 9—Continued
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press
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192 MÉRIENNE ET AL.
CONCLUSION

The study of the absorption intensities in the three Herz
band systems has been carried out from experiments

FIG. 11. Effective absorption cross sections for the Herzberg bands
(v9–0) bands, andA9–X (v9–0) bands; the total absorption curve obtained
line and the extrapolated curve by a thin line in the wavenumber region
from Jenouvrieret al. (37), Cheunget al. (38), Amorusoet al. (39), and Yo
Copyright © 2000 by
rg
ing

conditions more extended than those of previous studies (7, 10,
1). Improved or new integrated cross-section values are g

or the lines of the (v9–0) bands in theA3S u
1–X3S g

2, c1S u
2–

X3S g
2, andA9 3D u–X3S g

2 transitions havingv9 5 0–11,v9 5

termined from the vibrational oscillator strength densities:A–X (v9–0) bands,c–X
summing the fitted curves of the three discrete transitions is represented
the continuum; the absorption cross sections in the Herzberg continuuose
oet al. (24) (see text).
, de
by
of

shin
ctrum.
FIG. 12. Respective contributions of the three Herzberg band systems to the total absorption in the wavelength region of the discrete spe
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and effective transition moments depending slightly on
r -centroid values are calculated. Effective vibrational c
sections are determined for the three transitions. The indiv
contributions allow the derivation of a total absorption cu
Extrapolation of this curve beyond the dissociation limit i
good agreement with the absorption cross-section value
viously obtained for the Herzberg continuum (24, 37).

The study of the intensity distribution in the branches of
three Herzberg band systems points out the need to impro
theoretical models for thec1S u

2–X3S g
2 andA9 3D u–X3S g

2 tran-
sitions. The accurate data set obtained in the present
should be a useful support for this purpose.
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